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Chad Ross is a Co-Founder of GovParts LLC. Together with his business
partner James Jackson, they have succeeded in making GovParts a Tier 1
supplier to the Department of Defense (DOD) and an asset to small
businesses wanting to do contracts with the DOD. GovParts focus on small
business and competitive pricing is a winning formula. The experience and
drive of its founders is why its accelerating rapidly into becoming a powerful
force in the defense industry
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Detailed Past Experience
He got his start in metalworking at Martin Sprocket
and Gear working through an apprenticeship program
under master machinists in several fields of
metalworking. CNC programming became a huge part of
his experience at Martin Sprocket after the
apprenticeship.
Precision Laser Services is where he excelled at every
aspect of his job , moving from Supervisor to Foreman
and finally to Process Engineer/DOD Contract Manager
within 4 years. He managed contracts for Crane Naval
Services and Defense Logistics Agency. Mainly focused on
Gun components and critical application Items. He also
designed fixtures and program all the machinery for inhouse processes as well as quote all machining work. He
is experienced in DIBBS, WAWF, VSM, NECO as a daily
part his job at Precision Laser Services. His job also
entailed managing compliance and DCMA relations.
This past combined experience is what helps GovParts
succeed but his passion and knowledge of Government
contracting is what will propel GovParts into a successful
future in the Defense industry
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